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ECONOMIC SNAPSHOT

What does a Brexit ‘No Deal’ mean
for UK Business?
With lots of discussion in the press
about a Brexit ‘No Deal’ being a
realistic outcome of negotiations,
like many other business’ we are
keeping a close eye on the potential
impact. In terms of trade, a ‘no deal’
would result in WTO (World Trade
Organisation) tariffs being imposed
on goods that the UK sends to the EU
and vice versa.
These tariffs would vary by sector. A BBC report
from October 2017* stated that industrial
products could see a 2-3% tariff applied, cars
could expect c10% and agricultural products
may see between 20%-40%. However, with no
deal (and no transition period), the UK would
be free to sign worldwide trade agreements as
soon as they are finalised.
In summary, our expectations are that a ‘No
Deal’ scenario would be difficult to plan for as
it would be a chaotic situation with winners
and losers in both the UK and the EU.
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COMMERCIAL CONSTRUCTION A BRIGHT SPOT IN THE ECONOMY?
Construction output is watched closely as
a leading indicator of the outlook for the
wider UK economy. Positive construction
performance indicates increasing positivity
in the UK economy as a whole.
February’s UK construction PMI (Purchase
Managers’ Index) reported that growth in
commercial construction touched a 9-month
high amid continuing uncertainty in the
construction sector overall. However, concerns
linked to Brexit showed that construction
output overall suffered its biggest drop in
more than five years during the final 3 months
of 2017.
Any PMI reading above 50 signals growth and
the construction industry overall rose from
50.2 in January to 51.4 in February on the back
of Commercial constructions performance.
However, due to the ‘Beast from the East’ the
poor weather could have halved projected
growth for the first three months of 2018.
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By comparison, the February Manufacturing
PMI data indicated a reading of 55.2 (down
from 55.3 previously).
THE POWER OF ‘BRAND BRITAIN’
Looking on a global scale, new research by
Barclays Corporate Banking recently revealed
39% of international consumers were more
likely to buy a product if it displayed the
Union Jack. This perception was based upon
quality (42%), followed by reliability (31%)
and the awareness the they are internationally
respected (32%). The survey questioned
over 8,000 people from eight markets in
France, Germany, Republic of Ireland, India,
China, UAE the US and South Africa. The
international survey also discovered how much
more consumers are willing to pay for British
branded products – food topped the list with
22%, followed by the automotive industries
with 10%. With these results it would be
sensible for us to recognise the importance
of how the country of origin can affect buying
behaviour and to ensure you implement the
right exporting strategy to help grow your
business quickly.
Export trade to non-EU countries increased
1.5% in the three months to December, the
research found the greatest opportunities
for British businesses to grow exports was in
emerging, high-growth markets such as China
and India. ‘Economic modelling suggests this
could translate into an additional £426m in
revenue from China, £93m from India, and
£92m from the UAE generated by Britishlabelled products.’**
*www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-39294904
**www.themanufacturer.com/articles/consumersprepared-pay-22-brand-britain/
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SHROPSHIRE GALVANIZERS
TO THE RESCUE!
Shropshire Galvanizers were called
upon at short notice to support one
of their loyal customers, Fire Engine
Services UK, who needed to make
a new tank, galvanize and refit for
Cheshire Fire Services in the run up
to Christmas.
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We need your help. Bracing tubes are an important element of a portal frame
building. We galvanize thousands of tonnes of portal frame building steelwork
each year and have found that without suitable drainage and venting we are
wasting large quantities of zinc left inside bracing tubes.

FES UK Director, Ron Bradley is a fully qualified
fireman with 18 years’ experience in Cheshire
Fire Brigade. He also restores fire appliances,
starting out as a hobby but has now grown into
a busy business based near Chester.

VENT/DRAIN - BRACING TUBES

Take a look at Ron’s latest complete
restoration, for an overseas royal family, of a
beautiful Land Rover L4P Light 4WD Pump.
It had been subjected to several coats of paint
over the years, but it was starting to show
its age. The task was to restore to as-new
condition. SG galvanized a number of parts
for the vintage fire engine.

If the drainage hole is incorrectly positioned then the likely result is a pooling of zinc inside the
hollow section that cannot drain out. This adds to the galvanized weight of the item (costing you
money) and uses up valuable zinc (costing us).

All hollow steel sections with capped ends (whether they be bracing tubes or other fabrications)
require ventilation and drainage holes in the ends before they can be galvanized. The vent hole at
one end lets the air out and the drainage hole at the other lets the zinc in and out.
DRAINAGE HOLES

Man and boy at Hereford
Galvanizers.

We will always do our best to turn
around work for our customers as
quickly as we can, please call us to
discuss your timescales and we will
give you an honest answer as to how
we can help.

Completing the galvanizing on time was crucial
for FES to refit and enable the fire engine to
return to service over the festive period. Quite
a challenge but all completed on time – well
done Ron!

Les Cooke joined Hereford Galvanizers in
September 1974 as a young 18-year-old,
he has just retired leaving us over 43 year
later! Over the years he has worked in
most parts of the plant, finally working
as the chief hand on the galvanizing pot.
Thank you Les for your unwavering loyalty
and hard work, patience and sense of
humour you will be greatly missed by all.
As a token of our thanks we hope you enjoy
your membership at Wormsley Golf Club as
presented by David Watkins, MD.
Happy retirement!

We dip many portal frame buildings during the course of a year and have estimated that more than
10 tonnes of zinc is wasted simply by there not being correctly positioned drainage holes in bracing
tubes.
VENT HOLES
The vent hole position is a different, but no less important, issue for us. If the vent hole is
incorrectly positioned then an air pocket will form within the hollow section. This can result in a
number of problems:
• Your fabrication floating on, rather than submerging into, the
		 molten zinc.
• A slower dip leading to an unattractive coating appearance.
• Un-galvanized internal surfaces.
• Explosions of super heated air within the pocket. This will destroy your 		
		 steel and is very dangerous for us to dip.
GOOD
For us, the ideal is for you to drill right through the tube, at
both ends, and in line with the connection plate. With the
holes being right up against the cap plate, the result is no
wasted zinc as it is all drained away and no internal air pockets

NEW WEBSITE IDEAS

GDPR - ARE YOU READY?

GENERAL DATA PROTECTION REGULATIONS
The General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) comes into force
on May 25, 2018 and is the new framework for data protection
laws. It requires companies to better protect an individual’s
personal data. To ensure we are complying with the new
regulations we need to gain your consent to continue to send you
communications.
We will be sending out emails shortly specifically asking for your
consent to ‘opt-in’ to our communications and to be added to
our subscribers list.
Please reply to these emails to ensure we can keep in touch.

GOOD

We are in the process of improving our
website for Hereford and Shropshire
Galvanizers and we would welcome any
suggestions our customers may have for
information you would like to see on the
new site.
I would be delighted to hear your
ideas, please email:
ceri@hereford.galvanizers.co.uk or
call me on 01432 267664.
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Drilling the vent/drain holes in the cap plate is
the next best solution. Assume we hang the
bracing with the connection plate being vertical.
POOR
This bracing will be hung as shown with the connection plate
being vertical. As the drainage hole (A) is only half way down
the end plate, the inside of this end of the bracing tube will be
full of zinc. There will be an airlock at the other end of the tube.

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
SURVEY
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In February we launched our Customer Satisfaction Survey inviting all our customers to reply through SurveyMonkey.
Thank you very much to everyone who took the time to complete it, it was a long survey but we value everyone’s opinion
and feedback.
We are in the process of analysing all the results but at a glance…
• Over 80% of our customers felt our quality was either high or very high
• Over 80% felt positive about their customer service experience
• Although 90% of our customers felt our transport services met their requirements very well or extremely well
		 we take on board some replies requesting ‘more flexible transport options’.
We were also asked to move our plant closer to customers stretching from Sussex to Yorkshire!
It was great to see that a quarter of respondents expected to use our services more in the next 12 months, here’s to a busy 2018!
We understand there is always room for improvement, your feedback will be listened to and we will be putting some of your recommendations
in place in the future. Watch this space…

CHARITY GOLF DAY

COMPETITION TIME

Saturday 19 May at Burghill Golf Club all
proceeds to Macmillan Cancer Support.
After the success of last year, Derek Brown is
organising another golf charity day with all proceeds
to Macmillan Cancer Support.

• There are still some holes available for sponsorship, please call us for more details.
• Teams of four of any combination with best two scores to count. A fun round 		
of golf, bacon roll, coffee and a meal – all for £25 per person.
• Great raffle prizes on offer and a fun auction planned in the evening.
Please support Derek and his brilliant cause, he would like to smash the
amount raised last year of almost £6000.

HEREFORD GALVANIZERS LTD
Westfields Trading Estate
Hereford / HR4 9NS
Tel: 01432 267664 / Fax: 01432 352735
Email: zinc@hereford.galvanizers.co.uk

SHROPSHIRE GALVANIZERS LTD
Units 12 & 13, Maes-y-Clawdd
Maesbury Road Industrial Estate
Oswestry, Shropshire / SY10 8NN
Tel: 01691 670757 / Fax: 01691 670636
Email: zinc@shropshire-galvanizers.co.uk

On to competition time, the vast majority
of respondents entered their details
to be included in our prize draw.
Congratulations to Lee Parry, Leep
Buildings Ltd who announced
‘…what a wonderful surprise!’
He is the proud new owner of a
Samsung Galaxy tablet.

SHROPSHIRE POWDER COATERS LTD
Aspect House, Maes-y-Clawdd
Maesbury Road Industrial Estate
Oswestry, Shropshire / SY10 8NN
Tel: 01691 670757 / Fax: 01691 670636
Email: colour@shropshirepowdercoaters.co.uk
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